Visioning.
Summary.
Goal Setting.

1. Our Charge
2. Positive Feedback
3. Emerging Themes
4. Consolidate and Repackage Priorities
5. Homework
Our Charge.

Update the Plan.

• Develop Visionary, yet Implementable Strategies.

• Small Projects. Big Impact.

• Design on a Dime.
Positive Feedback and Things We Didn’t Hear.

- Library
- Recreation Center
- Students Like Where they Live
- The Mall. Trees. Landscape.
- Parking (Student Perspective)
- Parking (Faculty Perspective)
- ADA
Emerging Themes.

- Focus on Academics
- Learning Spaces
- Paint the Porch
- Address Peripheral Facilities
- Raise the Bar
- Strategic Enrollment Planning
- “We’re competing for students and faculty.”
Consolidate and Repackage the Priorities.

Presidential Initiatives

- Performing Arts (and parking)
- Welcome Center (gateways). Acquisition.
- Renovation of Heating Plant Annex
- Heating Plant
- Science Complex (health center and nursing center)
- Visual Arts Center

Capital Priorities (to the State Legislature)

1a. Infrastructure
1b. Quad Cities Phase 3
2. Life Safety and Code Compliance
3. Science
4. Visual Arts
CAMPUS MASTER PLAN UPDATE
Deferred Maintenance

Tactical Academic Improvements (Use 2008 Facilities Condition Assessment to Validate)

- “Chairs do not bring prospective students to their facilities.” (Discover Western)
- Faculty office consolidation. Size/quality/amount/location.
- Currens. Deficient learning space. Labs.
- Waggoner. Deficient learning space. Labs and classroom.
- Horrabin. Upgrade.
- Simpkins. Accessibility.
- Sallee?
- IT + Wireless
Consolidate and Repackage the Priorities.

Tactical Alumni / Foundation / Development Improvements

• Adams site
• Sherman Hall


• Money walk
• Performing arts courtyard
• Quadrangles and civic spaces
• Art
Consolidate and Repackage the Priorities.

Student Life
- Union. Fix.
- Housing and dining. Additional café / cart.
- Athletics
  - West Side Hanson Field
  - Western Hall Replacement (Arena)

Community / State Transportation
- West Adams Street. Joint Initiative.
- Western Avenue. Too many buses. Too many stops.
- Murray Street. Streetscape.
- Charles / Avery / Stadium (perimeter circulation)
• “Lists”
• 2007 Plan. What moves forward?
• Parking Utilization
• Bus Ridership
• Previous Plans
• Athletics
• Housing / dining
• Floor Plans. Sketch Up Model
• IBHE spatial standards. Recent submittal list.